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COMPARISONSOF FOUR REPRESENTATIONS
SPECTRU?9 FOR TKE SPONTANEOUSFISSION

OF THE PRO?lPT
OF 2s2Cf

DAVID G. HADLAND,RAPHAELJ. LABAUVE,ANDJ. RAYFORD

NEUTRON

NIX
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.H., U.S.A.

Abstract We compare four representations of the prompt neu-
tron spectrum for the spontaneous fission of 2s2Cf with re-
cent differential and integral measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Because of its importance as a neutron standard, we present com-
parisons of measurements and calculations of the prom t fission
neutron spectrum N(E) for the spontaneous fission of ! 52Cf, In
particular, we test four representations of N(E) against recent
experimental measurements of the differential spectrum and
threshold integral cross sections. These representations are the
flaxwellia~ spectrum, two versions of the Watt spectrum, the NBS
spectrum, and the Los Alamos spectrum of ?ladland and Nix.2 For
the Maxwellian spectrum, we obtain the value of the Ilaxwellian
temperature T by least-squares adjustment.s to the experimental
differential !pectrum of Poenitz and Tamura3 and also that of
Boldeman et al.’ Similarly, for the W~tt spectrum we perform
least-squren adjustments to obtain the Watt temperature Tw with
the other parameter of the Watt spectrum, the average klnctic
energy per nucleon E

K
determined from experiment. For the Los

Alamos spectrum, lea -squares adjustments determine the nuclear
level-density p~rameter a, which is the single unknown parameter
that appears. The NBS spectrum has been previously constructed
by adjustments to eight earlier differential spectrum measure-
ments, With these representations of the spectrum so determined,
we calculate 15 threshold integral cross sections for each repre-
sentation, using ENIIF/B-V cross sections generally, ●nd compare
the calculated valuea with the measured values of Grundl ●t al.b
and Kobavashi ●t al,a

I’)lFFERENTIAL Ml) INTEGRALCOllPARISONS—— .——— .—— —..— .-...— .——

We consider firat the ciifferential spectrum of Poenitz and Tamura.
Our lea~t-squares adju~tments with reape”t to this experiment
give the following adjusted parameter values and minimum values
of X2 per degree of freedom: tlaxwellian (T = 1.429 MeV, X2 =
1,20), Watt (T = 0.897 fleV, X2 = 2.33), %dified Watt (T =

~ 1.57), and Los Alamos (a =0.897 Pi?v, )(* A/9.15 tld”i, )(4 =
045’,). Here the Modified Watt spertrum is the average of two
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Watt upectra representing separately neutron emission from equi-
temperature fragm~ts of ~e light and heavy fragment mass peaks.
The vqlues of Ef and Ef are again determined from experiment.
The NFS spectrum yields a value of X2 = 1.92. The ratios of
these spectra and the experimental spectrum to the !laxwellian
spectrum are shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, the Los Alamos spectrum
agrees best with the experiment, both in overall shape agreement
and by factors exceeding two in X2.

Secondly, we consider the differential spectrum of Boldeman
et al. Our least-squares adjustments with respect to this ex-
periment give the following corresponding values: Maxwellian (TM
❑ 1.420 MeV, X2 = g.~4), Watt (TW = 00926 MeV, X2 = 31.70),

Modified Watt (Tw = 0.922 MeV, X2 = 23.42), and Los Alamos (a =
A/9.50 McV-l, X2 = 11.59). The NBS spectrum yields a value of X2
= 6.09. The ratios of these spectra and the experimental spec-
trum to the Maxwellian sp~cti”um are shown in Fig. 2. Here the
NBS spectrum agrees best with experiment in terms of X2. How-
eve r, the Maxwellian and Los Alamos spectra yield X2 values that
are within a factor of two of the minimum value.

Figure 3 shows 15 ratios of calculated tu experimental
irltegral cross, sections, as a function of the effective threshold
energy of the reaction, for each of the spectra that have been
adjusted with respect to the Poenitz and lamura measurement, plus
the NBS spectrum. We infer that the Maxwellian spectrum is too
hard in the tail region and that thc~ two Watt :;pectra are too
soft. The N13S spectrum is slightly hard and the Los Alamos
spectrum is slightly soft. The corresponding ratios for spectra
adjustt=d with respect to t.hc Boldeman et al. experiment, plus the
NBS spectrum, arc showl, in Fig. 4. Similar inferenucs are madr
her? except that the Los Alamos spectrum is just slightly hard
and it givrs Lhe best overall agreement with experiment.
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IGURE 1 Differential spectrum comparisons for ad.justme
to the Poenitz and Tamura experiment (Ref. 3),
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FIGURE 2 Differential spectrum comparison~ for adjustments
to the Boldeman et ●l. experiment (Ref. 4).
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FIGURE 3 Integral cross-section comparisons for spectra
adjusted to the Poenitz and Tamura experiment (Ref. 3).
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FIGURE 4 Integral cross-section comparisons for spectra
●djusted to the Boldeman et al. experiment (Ref. 4,)


